
DRAFT MINUTES – HALL MEETING 7 JAN 2014 
 

Warleggan  Jubilee  Hall 
Management  Committee  Minutes  7 January 2014 

 

1) Attendance:  Liz, Gill, Jasmina, Chris, David, John, Henry, Pat, Andrew, Tam 
Apologies:  Veronica, Di, Dee, Tony 

2) Previous minutes agreed:  The minutes of the previous meeting of 19th November 2013 were 
agreed and signed as a true record, with a minor amendment noted (see revised minutes). 

3) Matters arising 

Hall ‘ownership’: a letter from John K was circulated, containing an overview of the status of the 
ownership of the hall (and of the newly owned land donated by Jeff B), along with suggested 
action to be taken to formalise the ownership of the hall.  

The following was agreed: 

i. The hall committee is very grateful to John for the assistance already given, and would like 
to accept his offer to continue to see through this process. 

ii. The original deeds do exist, and were seen (and photocopied) about eight years ago;  
Jasmina recalled that original deeds and constitution are archived with  Sproulls solicitors in 
Bodmin She will confirm this later.1

iii. Since the deeds contain, in effect, a constitution of the hall committee, and Jasmina has a 
photocopy, it was agreed that the constitution should be typed out and circulated amongst 
committee members, and published on the Warleggan website.   

 

iv. There was discussion regarding whether the ‘parish trustees’ upon whom the ownership of 
the hall is vested are ‘the parish meeting’, or are appointed by it, or are independent of it. 

v. It was agreed that John J, as a member of the committee long familiar with the hall and its 
history, would provide the formal statement required confirming that the hall has been used 
throughout its life as a community hall. 

vi. The point was noted that, if the annual income of the hall is over £5,000, the trustees 
managing the hall may need to be registered as a charity with the Charities Commission; 
the income (as opposed to profit) last year was very close to this amount. 

vii. There was discussion regarding the relative benefits of the trustees being listed as named 
individuals, or as positions as officers of the committee.  John is to be asked to clarify with 
the solicitors which would be acceptable and/or preferable. 

 

4) Treasurer’s Report  - 18.11.2013 – 7.1.2014 
 
Savings Account: £14,505.85 
Current Account: £185.66 
Cash Box: £250.41 
 
Expenditure: 
 
EDF £202.00 
100club Dec £105.00 
Boiler service £96.00 
2014 diary £2.49 
Stamps £6.00 

                                                 
1 Jasmina confirmed after the meeting that the deeds are with Sproulls, as documented in minutes of September 2005 

http://warleggan.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/hall-minutes-nov2013-b-amended.pdf�
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Children’s party £110.00 
Ceilidh band £450.00 
Licences for Ceilidh & 11th £42.00 
Lunch tea & coffee ___£8.99 
Total £1022.48 
 
Income: 
Hall Hire  £101.00 
Electric  £114.80 
Lunch club Nov £104.00 
Ceilidh   £274.84  
Total   £594.64 
 
Lunch Club  Ceilidh Night 
Door £128.00 Bar £91.84 
Raffle £35.00 Door £149.00 
   _______ Raffle _£47.00   
Totals £163.00  £287.84 
Hall Hire -£18.00 Hall Hire -£13.00 
Expenses -£41.00 Licence -£21.00 
 _______ Band -£500.00  
Profit £104.00 Loss -£246.16  
 

Jasmina noted the following: 

• HSBC, which had agreed to waive the charge imposed when the current account went 
accidentally overdrawn, has yet to reimburse the amount.  Jasmina is following up on this. 

• As per the figures above, the lunch club realised a good profit, helped by the raffle, but the 
ceilidh yielded a loss of over £200 (this was discussed further, see below). 

 

5) Review of recent activities 

Lunch Club: Main course was led by Jasmina on this occasion with Gill providing desserts and Liz 
the vegetarian option. The lunch went very well, was well set up and went smoothly. Heartfelt 
thanks were given to those who assisted the evening before with the preparations, and those who 
helped on the day.  

Children’s Party: this also went well, despite Tam being unwell and unable to be present on the 
day.  Attendance was high (approx 15-20 children), and feedback has been positive, and those 
who helped out on the day were thanked. 

a. Ceilidh:  although as reported above it made a loss, it provided a good way to bring the 
community together, and to fly the flag of the hall. It was very much enjoyed by those who 
attended. Some who had wanted to attend were unable to, due to prior engagements or 
sickness. 

It was noted that the ceilidh is essentially a child-friendly event, and that the (few) children who 
came enjoyed it a lot; there were many children (e.g. those who joined the New Year Walk two 
days later) who did not attend, and we may need next time to make it clearer that not only are 
children welcome, but that they would enjoy it, and that for everybody, no prior skills or 
knowledge about dance steps are required. 

The option was discussed of holding a  ceilidh in the summer, perhaps on the evening of the 
Big Do, or the following evening, or, if the Big Do were shifted to the Sunday, holding the ceilidh 
on the Friday evening prior.  One advantage of a summer ceilidh is that the patio area could be 
used for the bar and/or food, thereby offering more room for more people to dance;  however it 
would be hot, and there was a concern that if held straight after the Big Do some people would 
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be too tired.  However, if tasks for the Big Do and/or the ceilidh itself (e.g. manning the bar, 
setting up, etc.) were delegated more widely, the pressure on a small number of people would 
be reduced. 

 

6) Plans for future activities and fund-raising 

Upcoming events include: 

a. Carn to Cove:  

i. The ‘Scary Little Girls’ – a Pub Quiz with a Cabaret Twist will be held this Saturday 11 
January, starting 7pm. We have a TEN licence and there’ll be bottled beer (e.g. Doom 
Bar,), soft drinks, wine, squash and nibbles for sale which Jasmina and Alan have already 
arranged. Gill to provide sausages on a stick. 

It’s likely that seating will be arranged around tables, pub-style, and we’ll have a few table 
games (dominoes, cards, etc.) for people to play before the main performance. Given that 
the performers are amenable to having an interval, and will anyway be there from the 
beginning, we can play it by ear as to exactly when their bit will start – possibly before 8pm    

ii. The date for the Cube Theatre Truro performance of “Carmen and Mimi: Lessons in 
Love” is Friday 28 March, 7.30pm.   

b. Lunch club: the next lunch will be on Tuesday 28 January. Gill will be taking the lead on the 
main course this time. Other details to evolve nearer the time as both Jasmina and Liz may be 
working during the day but can help the night before. 

c. Skittles: will be Friday 21 February; a TEN is to be applied for. 

d. Our pub quiz, with David as question master, is pencilled in for Saturday 12 April. It is yet to be 
decided whether we apply for a TEN or let people bring their own. 

  

7) Marketing the hall 

There was a brief discussion on whether and how best to move forward with marketing the hall.  
Amongst ideas floated were: 

• Create a leaflet to market/publicise the hall, its facilities, and the hire charges. 

• Explore the various organisations in this and neighbouring parishes and in Bodmin, who might 
be looking to use a hall such as ours. 

• After seeing a review of finances from the various types of hall hire, consider seeking guidance 
from a marketing expert, hopefully a local willing to offer advice for free. 

• Explore other avenues for marketing and publicising, to reach new especially younger markets, 
both to encourage greater attendance at hall-organised events and to encourage more to use 
the hall - it was suggested that Facebook and Twitter could reach especially the younger adults 
more effectively. Tam would look at the possibilities of creating a Facebook group. 

• Flyers highlighting upcoming events (e.g. the samples presented by Chris) could be distributed 
at hall events. 

• Greater emphasis could be given to getting Warleggan and the hall better covered in the local 
media, Cornish Guardian and Cornish Times, not only about upcoming events (church, chapel 
etc.) but also to report on recent events, aiming for something to be included each week. 
Consideration to be given to having one focal point for this.  
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8) Hall Improvement and Maintenance 

a. Painting of kitchen:  Today, walls have been repainted by AJ in the kitchen, to ensure no 
flaking paint around. 

b. Flooding/drainage problem: During the excessive rains over recent days, water has been 
seen spurting up from cracks between the outside wall and the carpark tarmac; it is suspected 
that flood water is coming under the wall next to the field, under the patio, under the 
foundations of the building and only then escaping.  The current drainage system is clearly 
unable to cope with the excessive rain on saturated ground.  It was suggested that one option 
would be to knock a couple of blocks out of the boundary wall at ground level, to allow water off 
the field and into a gulley to be dug on the hall-side of the wall.  Jasmina and Alan will discuss 
options with the builder, Tim. 

c. Heating: questions were raised regarding the cost of heating, and it was requested that we 
check that the £1 per 20-minute (decided at previous meeting) was consistent with real costs. 
Chris is monitoring the meter.2

d. Hall hire, kitchen hire, equipment hire:  As agreed at the meeting one year ago, the rates for 
hire need to be reviewed now.  It was noted that while the £20 charge for kitchen use per 
session for non-regular users may be reasonable for those cooking a meal for a single session, 
it was too high for those who e.g. only used the water-boiler and dishwasher, or those who 
were using the kitchen full facilities for longer than a single session. It was also noted that 
equipment hire was, now, low, given that the rates have remained unchanged for over a 
decade.  A small group of those interested will draw up a proposal for revised rates, to be 
presented at the upcoming AGM. In the meantime, a £10 charge could be negotiated for ‘low 
use’ of the kitchen.  

  

 

9) Health and Safety 

• Fire assessment is ongoing. 
• PAT testing has been done and when the bill arrives, Village Greens will be billed accordingly. 
 

10) Any Other Business 

• Derris’s community fund:  Derris has made it known she has funds available for small community 
projects; it was suggested we consider applying for a grant to purchase and install on the ceiling a 
pull-down screen for film or projector shows. Liz and Andrew will ask Derris about the funds, and 
make an application.   

• Also discussed was the possibility of procuring funding for the installation of a sound or loop 
system for the hall. 

 

11) Next meeting 

• It was agreed that the next meeting will be held immediately following our Annual General Meeting 
(AGM), and the date for these was agreed to be:  Tuesday 25 February 2014, 7.30 p.m.  The 
secretary will ensure that notices are put up to this effect a minimum 14 days prior to the day. 

 

                                                 
2 Chris checked the meter both before and following this meeting, and found that the actual cost of electricity, based on 17 
units at the (cheaper) 'evening' rate of 12.08 pence per unit came to £2.05. Two pounds had been used for heating. It 
appears therefore that the charge is indeed fair. 


